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Like our Facebook Page
&

Follow us on Instagram!



Customise Your
Family Majlis

With Us!
 Book an appointment with us, www.camelcaravan.co
 Choose your preferred design of Majlis/Floor Sofa set.
 Discuss with us the custom dimensions and requests.
 Let us quote you accordingly.  
 We will produce and deliver the set to your home!
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Backrest (Masnad)
Different foam
profiles and types of
backrest cushions.

Armrest (Maraki)
Different foam
profiles and shapes
of armrest available.

Seat (Jalsa)
Long lasting quality
foam (30kg/m3) with
customised length and
selected seat thickness, 
(10cm / 20cm / 30cm).

Throw Pillows
Cushions (40x40/55x55)
to compliment your
Majlis Set or as add-ons.

What is a Majlis?
A Majlis, is an
Arabic term

meaning 
"a place of

sitting".
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Sadu / Syrian Series
The distinctive colours and motifs
that include geometric patterns
stand out in the Syrian Series Majlis
Set. These designs are reflective of
the rich culture of the Bedouins.
Common motifs include patterns
inspired by sand dunes, palm trees,
flowers and camels among others.

The Syrian Series Majlis Set truly
brings together a beautiful
harmony of traditions. Brighten up
your space with a majlis set from
this series.

Starts from
*SGD$269
per meter

*Terms & Conditions apply



Maghribi / Royal Series
Situated between Europe and Africa,
Morocco is influenced by the many
cultures surrounding it. Its style and
design is one of the most
distinguishable, with motifs displaying
geometric patterns. These patterns are
reflective of the rich cultural traditions
and history. Inspirations comes from
intricate carvings, arched doorways
and decorative tiles among others.

The Maghribi Majlis Set provides an
elegant feel to your space with its
simplicity in design.

Starts from
*SGD$299
per meter

*Terms & Conditions apply



Solid / Modern Series
With the range of designs available at Camel Caravan Co,
you might still require something different. A modern
contemporary floor sofa / unique majlis set, one that fits
the dimensions of that special space in your home. A
majlis floor sofa that will make your space come alive in
the different types of fabric selection available. 
Linen, Velvet, Waterproof. 

Higher seating, longer or shorter length, armrests and
the cushion pillows. The possibility is endless.

Starts from
*SGD$289
per meter

*Terms & Conditions apply



Majlis 
Platform

You also have the option to create a platform for your majlis sets
decorated with your choice of beautiful laser cuts of Islamic
geometrical designs. This will be a solution to those who find it hard
to seat on floor low sofas or the majlis seats. Please share with us your
idea of a layout to fit your home and we can discuss the possibility of
making something exclusive only for you.

Starts from
*SGD$468
per meter

*Terms & Conditions apply



Miscellaneous
Throw Pillows, Floor Cushions,

Wall Décor, Tables, Serve-ware, 
TV Consoles and many more.

**to be customised or subject to availability




